
Bagawat Geeta, Class 35
Shloka # 1:
Arjuna Said:
“O Krsna! If your view is that knowledge is superior to work,
why do you bid me to undertake this fearful work of war?”

Starting the teaching of chapter 3 Swami Paramathanada said,
this chapter begins with a question from Arjuna.  Arjuna is
confused about the teaching in chapter 2. In chapter 2, Sri
Krishna, at different times, said:  “wise people do not grieve
in  life”,  “Wisdom  alone  is  solution  for  all  grief”  and
“Ignorance is cause of all sorrow and knowledge frees one from
all sorrow”.  At the end of chapter 2 Sri Krishna emphasizes
Gyana Yoga in the Sthitha Pragyaha. Sri Krishna talked a lot
about Gyanam and Gyani. At the end of the chapter 2 he says, a
Gyani will not have delusion in life.

In chapter 1,  Arjuna’s primary problems were diagnosed as
sorrow and internal conflict. In chapter 2, Sri Krishna says
Gyanam is the solution for all sorrows and internal conflicts.
Gyanam can be obtained only from a Guru or a Gurukulam. In
Chapter 2, in its middle, Sri Krishna talks a lot about Karma,
while in beginning and end he talks of a lot about Gyanam.
Here, he advised Arjuna to perform Karma. Arjuna’s question
is, should I follow the path Gyana Yoga or the Karma Yoga?
Arjuna is naturally inclined towards Karma. In this instance,
however,  he  is  looking  for  an  escape.  Normally,  being  a
Kshatriya  he  is  inclined  to  fight,  however,  in  front  of
Bhishma, Drona and Other relatives he does not want to fight.
Even as he wants to run away from the battlefield he also
remembers Sri Krishna’s teaching that he should stand up and
fight as it is Dharma. He now blames Sri Krishna rather than
himself, saying you are confusing me. Having glorified Gyanam,
O Krishna, you are asking me to perform the Karma of battle.

Sri Krishna has not confused Arjuna. His confusion is due to
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his own improper understanding. Swamiji says it is not unusual
that this question, if Karma Yoga is better than Gyana Yoga,
often comes up. People even ask this about Bhakthi, Raja and
Kundalini Yoga’s as well.  Karma Yoga should not be compared
to Gyana Yoga. Comparison is
possible only when there are options. Both Karma and Gyana are
not optional. Both are equally important for a person. Karma
yoga makes you fit for Gyana Yoga. Karma purifies your mind.
Arjuna was asked to perform Karma to purify his mind and then
gain knowledge. Unfortunately Arjuna has been taking in Sri
Krishna’s teaching through
a filter. He basically wants to avoid Karma.

Sri Krishna, in his greatness, does not blame Arjuna for this
confusion. He answers the question with great elation on the
topic of Karma Yoga.

Swamiji clarified that in Sanskrit one word can have many
meanings depending on its context. Thus, the word Budhi can
mean:  Object  of  knowledge,  instrument  of  knowledge  and
Knowledge itself. In this shloka it means Knowledge itself.

Arjuna’s question is after asking me to obtain knowledge you
are now asking me to perform action knowing that the action
cannot produce new knowledge. Karma cannot produce any new
knowledge, that too when the action is unpleasant (terrible).
In this instance it even involves blood.  We know that certain
actions are unpleasant and certain actions are pleasant. For
Arjuna if it were a pleasant action, it would have been fine.
But you are engaging me in bloody action that too one involved
with killing. Even as he was seeing his dear Bhisma and dear
Droṇa standing the thought of killing them was too revolting.

Shloka # 2:
Arjuna Said:
“By words that seem confused, You bewilder my intelligence, as
it were. Therefore set forth one sure course by which I may
attain the highest good.”



Arjuna says: Sri Krishna, you are using confusing statements
or at least to me it appears so. Looks like I have not grasped
your teaching properly. Please clarify.

Swamiji says, Vedanta emphasizes thinking. Blind acceptance is
not  advocated.  Thus  Bramhasutra  is  a  logical  analysis  of
scriptures.  The  process  of  preaching  is  initial  and
superficial, while teaching is for long term and it brings
value to you. Through teaching alone internal transformation
occurs.

Shloka # 3:
Sri Krishna Said:
“O sinless one! Two kinds of disciplines in this world were
set  forth  by  Me  in  times  of  yore-for  the  Samkhyas  the
discipline of knowledge and for the Yogins, that of works.”

Swamiji says Swami Dayanada Saraswathi used to say: “Value is
a value only when the value of the value is valued.” Teaching
conveys value of the value. Preaching only conveys the value.
Example of this would be answering why Karma Yoga should be
performed before Gyana Yoga.

Here too Sri Krishna is teaching Arjuna; He is not telling him
to  go  and  fight  rather  he  is  teaching  him  why  karma  is
important.  Sri  Krishna  now  explains  why  Karma  Yoga  is
important. This third shloka is an important one and is the
foundation of chapter 3.

Scriptures point out that Karma Yoga Sadhana and Gyana Yoga
Sadhana are both compulsory. It is like washing hand before
eating. You clean your hand and then eat.

Karma Yoga makes you Gyana Yogyatha Prapthihi. Gyana Yoga has
always  been  presented  in  scriptures  at  the  end,  not  the
beginning  or  the  middle.  There  are  of  course  exceptions.
Ninety-nine percent of people are not prepared for Gyanam.
Ramana Maharishi was an exception. What worked for Ramana does
not work for all. As per Shastras people like Ramana Maharishi



also have gone through Karma Yoga, probably in some previous
life. Once you have prepared, you can go through Gyana Yoga as
well.

Paralleling  this,  scriptures  also  talk  of  two  types  of
lifestyles called Ashramas. The word Nishta means Ashrama or
lifestyle.  Scriptures  mention  four  ashramas.  Of  the  four,
Grihastha Ashram and Sanyasa Ashram are pertinent here.

Pravrithi Nishta: It is Karma Pradhana Ashram

Nivrithi Nishta: It is Gyana Pradhana Ashram.

Note:  The  word  Samkhya  in  the  shloka  is  associated  with
Gyanam.

Swamiji says a human being can lead life in three different
ways. They are:

 Go to Grihasthashrama, follow Karma Yoga, purify, then1.
take up Sanyasa Yoga and become free.
Go  to  Grihasthashrama  follow  Karma  Yoga,  purify,2.
continue  in  Grihasthashrama  and  gradually  change  to
Gyana Yoga and become free. Such a person is called
Grihastha Gyani.
Without  Grihasthashrama  go  to  Sanyasa.  In  Sanyasa3.
perform Karma Yoga unique to Sanyasi’s. A Sanyasi can
perform  Japas,  Guru  Seva,  and  other  such  exclusive
activities identified for them. After purification he
has to go to Gyana Yoga and attain freedom. Such a
person is called a Sanyasi Gyani.

Both  Sadhanas  have  to  be  completed.  Citing  an  example:
Screwdriver is used for screwing and a knife is used for
cutting. You can cut fruits with a screwdriver as well while a
knife can also occasionally screw.

Thus:

Grihasthashrama is Karma Pradhana.



Sanyasashrama is Gyana Pradhana.

Therefore Arjuna, do your duty. Right now your duty is to
fight.
With Best Wishes,
Ram Ramaswamy


